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Abstract

We study the problem of construction by autonomous
mobile robots focusing on the coordination strategy em-
ployed by the robots to solve a simple construction prob-
lem efficiently. In particular, we address the problem of
constructing a linear 2D structure in a planar, bounded
environment. A "minimalist" single-robot solution to
the problem is given, as well as two multi-robot solu-
tions, which are natural extensions to the single-robot ap-
proach, with varying degrees of inter-robot communica-
tion. Results show that with minimal inter-robot commu-
nication (1 bit of state), there is a significant improvement
in the system performance. This improvement is invariant
with respect to the size of the environment.

1 Introduction

Construction is a vast industry worldwide. Large-scale
construction already relies on operator-assisted automa-
tion to a significant extent. However, applications remain
where human presence is undesirable, prohibitively ex-
pensive, or impossible. Examples include construction
and repair in hazardous areas after natural disasters such
as earthquakes, construction under extreme physical con-
ditions such as high pressure (undersea), extreme temper-
ature or the lack of oxygen (undersea, space), and remote
areas which are not readily accessible to humans and typ-
ically require initial infrastructure to make human arrival
easier or even possible (Martian surface). In such envi-
ronments, construction by autonomous robots might be
the only viable alternative.

Motivated by these applications, we study the problem of
construction by autonomous mobile robots. Our focus is
on the coordination strategy employed by the robots to
solve a simple construction problem efficiently. In par-
ticular, we address the problem of constructing a simple
2D structure in a planar, bounded environment. We ex-
hibit a "minimalist" single-robot solution to the problem
as well as two multi-robot solutions, which are natural
extensions to the single-robot approach, with varying de-
grees of inter-robot communication. It is worth noting
that our work does not specifically address one of the am-

bitious domains mentioned above; instead we focus on a
fundamental question - how should inter-robot commu-
nication be structured in order to improve the time effi-
ciency of cooperative construction?

In our experiments, the robots are required to build a con-
tinuous, linear barrier out of octagonal cardboard blocks.
The blocks are equipped with either positive or negative
Velcro and the robots can distinguish them by the color of
the block. The robots have to attach blocks of alternating
colors in order to make them stick together.

Using trials with a single physical robot we validate that
our algorithm can solve this task and build a barrier.
Then, we show that multiple robots can solve the same
task and perform better if they locally communicate the
color of the last block in the barrier to each other. The
multi-robot trials are performed in simulation, but use the
same underlying controller as the physical robot.

The remainder of this paper gives brief overview of re-
lated work, followed by a description of our controller.
The section on experimental work presents the single
robot and multi-robot experiments, in which two ap-
proaches (with and without communication) are com-
pared in environments of varying size.

2 Related Work

Previous research on automated construction and wall-
building can be classified using various attributes. These
include: 1. the main emphasis of the research (mechani-
cal design vs. algorithmic issues); 2. the testbed and ap-
proach (simulation vs. hardware implementation); 3. the
nature of the robots (manipulators, mobile robots, hybrid
combinations); and 4. the size of the robot team.

In [14], the authors report a system for automated assem-
bly using artificial potential functions. This (simulation-
based) work is focused on sequencing complex construc-
tion tasks and does not address the problems of object
manipulation. In [6] the authors show a rule-based min-
imalist approach to collective sorting. In [9], a defen-
sive wall-building system is reported, with a set of simple
robots called the U-bots. These minimalist approaches



are strongly biologically-inspired and rely heavily, in
contrast to our approach, on probabilistic foundations.
Such methods are not usually time-efficient and depend
on frequent disassembly of incorrectly built parts. On the
other hand, the U-bots require only a very small num-
ber of simple rules. In other related work, an approach
for a climbing and walking robot that builds 3D struc-
tures out of polymer foam [2] focused largely on the me-
chanical design of the robot and not on the control is-
sues. In [3], a neurocontroller for groups of agents is
described. This simulation-based work focuses mainly
on neurally-controlled agents rather than robots with per-
ception and actuation uncertainties. In [11] a vehicle for
a masonry robot is reported, and in [10] a theoretical de-
sign for a mobile masonry robot is proposed. While their
work does not focus on multi-robot construction, [1, 12]
present algorithms and simulated systems of stigmergic
construction with large-scale swarm agents. Besides ac-
tual construction, foraging is an important part of this
work. In [5] several foraging approaches, using interfer-
ence among the robots, are compared.

The work mentioned above [1, 3, 12] is purely
simulation-based, focuses on the manipulators executing
CAD plans, or uses time-consuming probabilistic mod-
els. In contrast, our work described in this paper fo-
cuses on local control to build a given structure with au-
tonomous mobile robots.

3 The Construction Task and Controller

3.1 The Construction Task

To focus on the coordination problem and to keep dif-
ferent approaches comparable, the construction task we
studied is fairly simple. The robots are required to build
an approximately straight, continuous barrier out of oc-
tagonal cardboard blocks. Continuity here means that the
barrier has no visible openings, i.e., the blocks are con-
tiguous. For experimental convenience, the blocks are
lined with positive or negative Velcro, so if attached in
the correct order they stick together. To enable a robot to
distinguish between the two Velcro sides, the blocks are
colored differently depending on the type of Velcro on
them. The starting point and the orientation of the barrier
are indicated with a laser beacon [7], and the barrier is
‘seeded’ with an initial block placed under the beacon.

3.2 The Controller

We use a behavior-based controller [8]. Its three main
components are: virtual sensors which provide high-level
sensor information, behaviors which encapsulate tasks
the robot can perform, and actuators, which abstract and
handle the low-level control of the robot. The actual robot
hardware is accessed using Player1, a device server that

1Player was developed jointly at the USC Robotics Research Labs
and HRL Labs and is freely available under the GNU General Public
License from http://playerstage.sourceforge.net.

provides a powerful, flexible interface to a variety of sen-
sors and actuators [4].

Task sequencing and reactive control are encoded in an
inhibition network among the virtual sensors and behav-
iors, as shown in Figure 1. Each robot is equipped with
the following behaviors and virtual sensors:
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Figure 1: The Controller

Obstacle Sensor continuously observes the surroundings
of the robot and provides distance information about ob-
stacles.
Block Sensor provides the

���������
position, relative to the

robot, of a block in the field of view of the camera.
Site Sensor detects the laser beacon and provides the
robot with the following information: distance from robot
to beacon, robot bearing relative to the center of the bea-
con, and the orientation of the beacon relative to the
robot.
Hold Block Sensor tells the robot whether it is holding a
block with its gripper.
Obstacle Avoidance Behavior prevents the robot from
bumping into obstacles, by slowing it down if it gets close
to an obstacle, and causing it to back up if it gets too close
to an obstacle.
Wander Around Behavior causes the robot to drive
straight. If the robot is not holding a block it pans
the camera after several seconds in order to look for
a block. Random wandering emerges from combining
this behavior with the obstacle avoidance behavior. The
robot travels straight until it comes close to an obstacle,
and changes its heading in response. After successfully
avoiding the obstacle, the robot has a new heading and
switches back to the wandering behavior.
Goto Block Behavior moves the robot to a block de-
tected by the block sensor.
Pickup Behavior picks up a block with the gripper.



Figure 2: Finding the attachment point using only local
perception

Goto Site Behavior moves the robot to the construction
site detected by the site sensor. In the multi-robot case,
when close to the site, a robot asks for permission to add
its block to the barrier. If no other robot answers within a
certain time, the robot starts attaching its block.
Build Behavior causes the robot to add a block to the end
of the barrier. To do so the robot orients itself accord-
ing to the laser beacon, follows the already built portion
of the barrier, performs a 90 	 turn, looks for the front of
the barrier in the camera image, turns 90 	 again, and ap-
proaches the end of the barrier (see figure 2). If the color
of the last block in the barrier is identical to the color of
the block the robot is carrying, it turns away and drops the
block elsewhere. Otherwise it attaches the block to the
barrier. During the execution of this behavior the robot
responds to every permission to build message with a site
occupied message, thereby denying other robots access
to the construction site.
Goal Controller stores the color of the block the robot
was processing last. Since robots do not globally com-
municate their location, their status etc., nor do they know
their relative position to the construction site, there is no
way to predict what block color is needed next. There-
fore, the goal controller alternates the block color the
robot is working on. By disabling virtual senors for one
block color, the robot focuses only on the other block
color, as appropriate.

4 Experimental Design

To validate the approach, we performed two series of ex-
periments. In the first series, we used a single ActivMedia
Pioneer robot to show that the controller described above
successfully builds a barrier in a real-world environment
with significant sensor and actuator noise. In the second
series of experiments we used a simulation to investigate
the performance of the same controller in a multi-robot
case and explore the benefit of local communication be-
tween robots.

4.1 Robot Experiments

We used an ActivMedia Pioneer DX2 robot equipped
with a color camera, a gripper, a ring of 16 ultrasound
sensors, a SICK laser range finder and wireless Ethernet.

The environment we used is rectangular, 
������� in size,
and surrounded by a 40 cm high wall. A laser beacon

was mounted in the middle of one of the longer walls of
the arena. The robot could read the beacon quite reliably
from almost any point in the arena as long as it faced
the beacon with the laser range finder. A green cardboard
block was placed in front of the beacon so the robot could
gain all the information about the barrier it is supposed to
build from the environment. The start point and orien-
tation of the barrier are provided by the beacon, and the
sequence of blocks is determined by the ‘seed’ cardboard
block underneath the beacon. An equal number of red
and green cardboard blocks (10 total) were randomly dis-
tributed in the arena.

At the beginning of the experiment the robot was ran-
domly placed in the arena without any knowledge about
its own location, the position of the cardboard blocks, the
layout of the arena, or the location of the laser beacon.
The only information given to the robot a priori was the
color of the initial cardboard block underneath the laser
beacon.

4.2 Simulation Experiments

We performed the multi-robot experiments in simulation
only, largely due to limitations of hardware availability
and reliability.

The simulation trials were performed in Stage, a high-
fidelity multi-robot simulator [13]. Stage2 simulates all
the sensors and actuators that were used in this work and
also allows simulated object manipulation. Since Stage
also uses the Player [4] device server, the controller used
on the Pioneer robot was used in simulation without any
major changes.

Two environments were used for the simulation exper-
iments. The small environment was ������������ and
the large environment ������������ (four times as large).
Other than size, these environments were identical. Each
is a rectangle surrounded by a wall that is detectable by
the sonars as well as the laser range finder, as in the real
robot case. A laser beacon was located in the middle of
one of the walls and a green block was placed in front of
it. In addition, sixteen blocks (8 red and 8 green) were
alternately placed along the wall opposite the beacon and
along one of the other remaining walls. The initial po-
sition of the robots was along the walls with the blocks,
approximately 5m from the blocks and facing them.

In all simulation experiments the robots had no knowl-
edge about the environment, the initial block number or
location, their own location, or the location of the bea-
con. Since the robots did not know the color of the initial
block, they randomly chose one when they were powered
up. After the initial choice each robot alternated the block
color every time it set a block down.

2Stage was developed jointly at the USC Robotics Research Labs
and HRL Labs and is freely available under the GNU General Public
License from http://playerstage.sourceforge.net.
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Figure 3: Building a barrier of 10 blocks with a single
robot

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Robot Experiments

The task assigned to the robot was to build a barrier by
attaching 10 blocks to the initial block placed near the
beacon. We defined success as the creation of a contin-
uous, straight, 10-block barrier. Since we are interested
in multi-robot coordination rather than precise object ma-
nipulation, and since the Pioneer sensor and actuator suite
does not allow high precision, we used completion time
as our main performance metric.

Over three trials, barrier construction times were almost
identical: 30.5, 29.9 and 30.6 minutes. Although few,
these validation experiments demonstrate the functional-
ity of the controller in a physical environment and provide
a foundation for the simulation.

Figure 3 shows one of the barriers that was built by the
physical robot. Figure 3(k) shows the front view. The
first 3 blocks underneath the laser beacon are oriented
very precisely, the following ones have a slight offset in
their position due to inaccuracy in finding the end-point
of the barrier using the color blob information from the

Table 1: Results: ‘no memory about the last block’

Robots 1 2 4 6 8�! #"%$�&(' )+*+,.- 2971 2730 2221 1600 2507 3

/  #"0$�& 312 560 611 605 1314��1�2."030&54 0.6 5.9 9.8 7.5 8.9/ 1�2."63%&54 0.5 2.4 4.8 3.6 4.1

camera. Figure 3(l) gives an overview of the barrier and
shows that the barrier is continuous. Note that the lines
on the floor are not used by the robot. The position and
orientation of the laser beacon (and therefore of the bar-
rier) was intentionally chosen to match the pattern on the
floor in order to provide a reference for a human analyst.
Figure 3 shows a sequence of images taken during an ex-
perimental trial.

5.2 Simulation Experiments

After validating that the controller works on a real robot,
the remaining (multi-robot) experiments were performed
in simulation.

The "No Memory" Case. In this set of simulations the
robots did not know the color of the last block in the
barrier. Therefore, they started the build behavior when-
ever they reached the construction site, which meant they
might have had to ultimately drop the block, because of
its incorrect color.

The experiment was performed with 1, 2, 4, 6 and 8
robots. Each set was simulated 10 times. To prevent ex-
tremely long simulation times, experiment time was lim-
ited to 4500 seconds.

The results are shown in Table 1 and in Figure 4. It can
be seen that the mean success time �  #"%$�& decreases with
an increased number of robots. Furthermore the results
show the saturation effect typical in multi-robot systems.
In our domain, interference mainly happened in the wait-
ing zone around the construction site. Under optimal con-
ditions this zone can hold seven robots. It appears that the
performance peak is between six and eight robots.

Minimalist Communication. In the second set of ex-
periments, we extended the controller from the "no-
memory" case set by adding minimalist communication,
as follows. The robot that performs the build behavior
checks for the last block in the barrier before attaching a
new block, in order to guarantee that the blocks would
stick together. This may result in either attaching the
block or turning away and dropping the block. In either
case the robot knows the color of the last block in the bar-
rier and broadcasts this information. Other robots that are
in the waiting zone around the laser beacon receive this
message and decide to either keep waiting (since their
block is of the wrong color) or ask for permission to en-

3Simulation time limit was exceeded twice, so the barrier was in-
complete with 7 and 8 blocks.
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Figure 4: Barrier growth over time: the ‘no memory’
approach

ter the construction corridor. Robots that are not waiting
but approach the waiting zone shortly thereafter make the
same decision. This technique gives the robots knowl-
edge about the block sequence in the barrier.

For small group sizes, it is possible that the majority of
the robots can be in the waiting zone with a block that
is not currently needed. This situation lowers the perfor-
mance of the system and may result in a deadlock. To
avoid that, we implemented a frustration level that grew
with the amount of waiting time. If a robot’s frustration
exceeds a preset threshold, it turns away from the con-
struction site and drops the block at a safe distance from
the laser beacon. After that it proceeds to look for and
pick up a block of the other color.

In situations in which more than one robot with the re-
quired block is waiting, conflicts may occur about which
robot should go first. These are solved in the following
manner. After receiving the information about the last
block in the barrier, each robot with the correct block
waits for a random time before requesting permission to
enter the corridor. In addition, the time period during
which a robot requests permission is randomly chosen
(remember the robot assumes it has permission to enter
the corridor if no other robot denies its request). This
makes conflicts highly unlikely.

The results are shown in Table 2 and Figure 5. The av-
erage success time decreases with the number of robots
and saturates with eight robots. As the small number of
failed blocks due to timeout �7 #"%$8&59�:+ shows, the nega-
tive impact (of waiting) on the system is very small. Even
with this additional error, the system performs better than
the no memory approach. Due to the high variance, the
95% t-test significance is only approximately 60%. Fig-
ure 6 compares the approaches. Since the time for forag-
ing and construction is relatively constant, the number of
failed blocks actually determines the performance of the
system. With a probability of 99%, the second approach
produces fewer failed blocks compared to the first.

Table 2: Results: ‘Minimalist communication’

Robots 2 4 6 8�  #"0$�& ' )+*�,;- 2552 1788 1397 1964 4

/  #"%$�& 471 398 363 1408�7<!=?>�@�A.BDC?E�& 4.5 3.1 1.4 2.0/ <!=;>F@�A;BDC?E�& 2.2 2.3 1.6 2.1�! #"0$�&G9H:+ 0 0.5 1.0 1.6/  #"%$�&G9�:+ 0 0.5 0.9 2.3� 2;3I3 4.5 3.6 2.4 3.6/ 2;363 2.22 2.4 2.1 3.8
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Figure 5: Barrier growth over time: minimalist commu-
nication

Small vs. Large Environment. By changing the size
of the environment, we were able to change two charac-
teristics: 1) the ratio of construction to foraging time, and
2) the ratio between the number of robots to the avail-
able space. In both cases a larger environment meant less
interference among the robots due to more space and rel-
atively shorter waiting time at the construction site.

The experiments described in the previous section were
also performed in a larger environment ( �����JK����� ). In
this case the maximum simulation time was set to 5500
sec. Tables 3 and 4 show the results. Comparing the
no memory with the minimalist communication approach
in the large environment shows similar results as seen in
the smaller environment. The performance increases with
the number of robots, and communicating the color of the
last block locally decreases completion time by limiting
the number of failed blocks. As a result of the larger en-
vironment, the robots have more space and interference
is decreased, so the performance does not drop in the
eight robot case. When comparing the results from the
small and the large environment, comparing time has lit-
tle meaning since it heavily depends on the size of the
environment. Comparing the average number of failed
blocks, on the other hand, shows that the environment
size does not have any influence on performance.

4Simulation time limit was exceeded twice, so the barrier was in-
complete with 7 and 9 blocks.
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Table 3: Results: Large environment: ‘no memory about
the last block’

Robots 4 6 8�  #"%$8& ' )+*�,;- 4236 3312 2672/  #"%$�& 539 954 321� <!=;>F@�A.BDC?E�& 9.1 8.2 7.9/ <!=;>�@�A.BLC?E�& 3.9 2.3 3.7

6 Conclusion

This work addressed one aspect of the very large field
of robotic construction. Specifically, we focused on
the multi-robot coordination problem in cooperative con-
struction. We presented a behavior-based robot controller
for a construction task, and demonstrated that it could
build a barrier of octagonal cardboard blocks with an ac-
curacy limited only by the precision of the robot’s ac-
tuators and sensors. We presented experimental results
with multiple, simulated robots, cooperating to build a
barrier in the same environment, and compared the ef-
fects of communication and of two different environment
sizes.

Our simulation experiments show that increasing the
number of robots improves the performance of the sys-
tem. The barrier in our experiments is built using only
two kinds of blocks (distinguished by color). Robots
must coordinate to ensure that alternate colored blocks
are placed next to each other, in order to guarantee a sta-
ble wall. Our experiments show that locally communicat-
ing one bit of state (the color of the last attached block)
improves the performance of the system since it limits the
number of ‘failed’ blocks. By running the same experi-
ments in a larger environment we showed that such ‘min-
imalist’ communication works even if the robots spent
more time foraging than waiting or building.

The problem of reducing interference around the con-
struction site dominates the overall construction problem.
In future work we plan to address this further by sequenc-

Table 4: Results: Large environment: ‘Minimalist com-
munication’

Robots 4 6 8�  #"0$�& ' )+*�,;- 3569 2696 2667/  #"%$�& 544 431 348�7<!=?>�@�A.BDC?E�& 5.9 3.9 4.1/ <!=;>F@�A;BDC?E�& 2.5 1.3 2.2�! #"0$�&G9H:+ 0.2 0 0.6/  #"%$�&G9�:+ 0.4 0 0.5� 2;3I3 6.1 3.9 4.5/ 2;363 2.6 1.3 2.1

ing the blocks according to their color while the robots
take them to the construction site. We also plan to inves-
tigate multiple construction points for a single structure.
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